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Building on the success of the fourth edition,
CinéWomen continues showcasing video
practice from around the world. As the
ultimate mirror-medium of our times, video
is all around us. Despite the proliferation of
mainstream cinema, independent films
continue to be made –radical, poetic, and
dreamlike films, whose directors work on
the edge of the mainstream film industry,
never restricting themself to any single field,
yet inviting the eye and the mind to travel
further. Cinema is no longer the monolithic
system based on large capital investiment:
in the last decade the technological
advances have dramatically changed the
economic conditions of cinema production.
Revolutions arise from obstinacy.
It is not by chance that today one of the
protagonists of the digital revolution in
cinema is a talented and courageous woman
director, Elle Schneider, co-founder along
with Joe Rubinstein of the Digital Bolex
Project, who after developing a cult-camera
harking back to 16mm film aesthetic -a
significant leap towards the democratization
of technology- is now promoting an
application process for a grant for producers
employing women in their camera troupes.
Only eight percent of 2014's top-grossing
films were directed by women: it's time to
reverse this trend.
However, cinema is not only technology, but
ideas, experimentation, and above all
dialogue, networking, interaction. Creating
and supporting a fertile ground for
innovation and dialogue does not necessarily
require compromise. Honoring the influence
of women in video art and cinema, our
womenartconnect.com editorial board is
proud to present a selection of powerful and
surreal visions from seven uncompromising
outsiders.
In these pages you will encounter details on
a new wave of filmmakers and videoartists
marching away from the Hollywood
stereotype, with films like The Salt Maiden
(Cannes Film Festival 2014) by the talented
Australian director  Beverley Callow;  the
visionary world of Sabina Jacobsson; Solveig
a black and white gem from the well-known
Bulgarian director Yana Titova; the elegant
fashion atmospheres of the trio Anita
Ternyak, Zsuzsa and Katalin Gyetvai and
much more.editorial
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With her unique, poetic imagery,
Beverley Callow offers a profoundly
moving reinvention of the myth of
the mermaid. Featuring kinetic,
rhythmic editing, Randall Wood’s
expressive cinematography, and
outstanding performances, The Salt
Maiden is a technically audacious
and emotionally gripping film, on
that comes at the viewer in a torrent
of beautiful, nostalgic feeling. We are
honoured to present Beverley Callow
for this year's CinéWomen Edition.
Beverley, how did you get into
filmmaking?

I started out in theatre. My father, who
was a musician, put me on the stage
when I was quite young and later I
attended acting school and worked as an
actor. My grandfather had been a
cinematographer and photographer I was
a I was given a camera by him. I studied
photography while I was at school and
acting school, but had never thought that
I would be anything other than an actor,
because that was all I knew. As a young
woman, I was in a relationship with an
abusive man who was ad producer. We
had an edit suite at the back of our house
and hired out professional camera

equipment to filmmakers. Then one
auspicious day, I left my boyfriend and
went through a transformative
renaissance of self-discovery from which
I have never left. Being a method actor,
acting was too painful for me and I
realised I wanted to stop being other
people and know who I was. I searched
by playing music, dancing wildly,
painting murals on the walls of my house
and my friends’ houses, and did a lot of
healing from my childhood. I also taught
drama to children through this time,
made puppets and occasionally acted or
played music in a show. One day some
friends were enrolling at a film making
class, which I thought I’d do for a bit of
fun. But when I got in there, I took over
the whole class with my vision and ideas,
and that’s when I realised I had found
something that was perfect for me, a
medium that combined all of my skills
into a form where I could truly express
myself.

We want to take a closer look at the
genesis of your film project: how did
you come up with the idea for The
Salt Maiden?

The Salt Maiden was a play that my
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childhood friend Donna Cameron wrote
while she was living on an island near
where we grew up. She sent it to me
years before I became a filmmaker and I
thought it was extraordinary then. Over
the years the play received some literary
awards and was produced by ABC Radio
National as a radio play. I was directing
a lot of theatre and I directed the play at
a festival of short plays in Sydney. After
that, I decided that the next step was to
make the film. At the time, I needed to
reconnect with my father who I had
rejected while on my healing journey.
The making of the film coincided with my
decision to return home to the house I
grew up in, to spend some time with my
father. I returned to the bedroom where
I slept as a child and it was from that
place I started making The Salt Maiden.
I went to the island where she had

written the film and knew it had to be
made right there. The play needed to be
made into a screenplay first but the
playwright hadn’t written screenplays, so
I applied for a government grant to hold
a workshop on the island to help to write
the screenplay. I flew up my actors from
Sydney, invited Director of Photography
Randall Wood, found Colin Offord an
extraordinary composer who lived on a
nearby island and brought them all to
the island for a week to help the writer
develop the screenplay. We also shot a
teaser, which I later used to raise the
money for the film. The screenplay then
had a year to develop, because I wanted
to film in winter light, and needed to
raise the money to make the film.

We have been deeply fascinated by
your visionary approach to cinematic



time and space. What’s your writing
process like? How did you develop
the structure of the film?

Well Donna wrote the screenplay at
every stage. She is a great writer who I
used to write plays with as a teenager,
but she went on to be a writer and I went
on to be a director. We did work on the
screenplay together but she was
definitely the writer. We had a long time
to develop the screenplay and Donna did
many drafts for me. Slowly we brought it
down to the right length and right feel
for the film. When you make a short film
you have focus on central idea, so first
you have to know what that is and
everything that doesn’t fit this one idea
has to go. You’re actually still writing it
in the edit room, and Donna was even
involved in this step. I think the elements

of the island also had an big impact on
the pace of the film. It is timeless there,
and so beautiful in a salty, mysterious
mangrovy way and I wanted that to be in
the film.

You shot this enchanting film on
Coochiemudlo Island. In your cinema
you use specific locations as
inspiration for larger emotional
inquires, reminding us of Bruno
Dumont's early work, can you
comment this peculiar aspect of The
Salt Maiden?

I am not familiar with of Bruno Dumont’s
work yet but when I was younger I was
inspired by Jane Campion’s The Piano,
which shows the fragility of human in
vast, wild spaces. The play was written
on the island when the writer lived there,
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Randal as a documentary
maker is skilful with minimal
lighting. I also made a
conscious decision to shoot
day for night in the surreal
scenes, again like an old-
fashioned noir and we filmed
those scenes in the middle of
the day or early afternoon to
have the strongest shadows.

“
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and I felt that it was the right place to
make the film. It has feeling of mystery
there. Rana is so out of place on the
island, and yet so mysterious and
beautiful, like the island itself, so
together they were perfect. In fact
Donna and I had been there as children
together, and Randall had spent some
time there too, so the island had
meaning for us in different ways. I am
deeply inspired by place. I like to spend
time there, let it seep into me and tell me
the story it is waiting to tell.

With every inch of its wide frame
crammed with inventiveness and
poetry, The Salt Maiden features the
atmospheric cinematography Randall
Wood. RED camera absolutely shines
in his hands. Can you talk about your
creative relationship with Randall
and how it has evolved through your
work together?

Randall is a very talented filmmaker and
has made several feature length
documentaries that have won awards. I
met Randal when I directed a different
play with Renee in Sydney and he was
filming the reality show for it. We
discovered our connection to the island
afterwards. The first part of the
development was easy. Later when we
made the film we were both under a lot
of pressure, me because I was also
producing the film and him because he
was writing a documentary series, so we
clashed a lot on the set but he is very
professional and we had an amazing AD
so the shots came out well. I was very
lucky. He is like a magical bird, very
hard to hold down long enough to make
a film. When he gets an idea he runs
with it, so sometimes I had to bring him
back to focus on the central idea so we
could get everything for the story to be
told.



Low key cinematography suffuses
your film with a dreamlike quality.
We have been deeply fascinated with
your imagery reminding us of Derek
Jarman's cinema. How did you
conceive the visual style of
MADNESS?  What were some of your
aesthetic decisions?

Water, light and character were the main
concepts for the film. I wanted it to look
like a soft, feminine noir, and bring out
the colours of the winter light as it
entwined with the landscape. I took a lot
of photos of the locations before we
filmed to see what would create the
atmosphere of the film but you always
have to go with you have on the day. The
images needed to look mythical yet
contemporary, yet timeless so we don’t
know exactly what time it is. We wanted
it to be foggy but we got perfect sunny
days and that made the colours stand

out. Vincent Taylor, the colourist, has an
incredible sense of colour. We went for
pinks, golds and purples and shiny
silvers like fish scales, but there was
always blue in the film, blue is for water.
We chose right at the start the film
would not use dollys and it would either
be locked off shots or handheld when
there was something strange going on.
These decisions tie in with the subtly
classic look. The madness is told by the
faces of locals who often have tattoos
and missing teeth and by the very quiet
soundtrack. Then there is Mrs McInlay
with demntia who is lost and lives in her
past, like so many of us do even, without
dementia.

What was your approach for
lighting?

I didn’t put much budget aside for
lighting as we had restrictions with our
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Water, light and character were
the main concepts for the film. I
wanted it to look like a soft,
feminine noir, and bring out the
colours of the winter light as it
entwined with the landscape
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permits and only had 20 minutes at a
time on the jetties in between ferries.
Lugging lights down the jetty and using
a generator would have made things
difficult so we mostly used available
light. The quality was reduced but we
were also to use that as well by adding
film grain to the overall film so it looks
more classic than if we had used the
RED images in their full glory.

There were only a few scenes we used
lights but the most extraordinary lighting
is on the ferry where we used the actual
ferry ceiling lights, which naturally
looked creepy. Randal as a documentary
maker is skilful with minimal lighting. I
also made a conscious decision to shoot
day for night in the surreal scenes, again
like an old-fashioned noir and we filmed
those scenes in the middle of the day or
early afternoon to have the strongest
shadows.

The Salt Maiden features an original,
elegantly structured storytelling.
How did you develop your
filmmaking style?

I am still exploring my style but I played
adventure games with my brothers as a
child, wrote plays as a teenager, went to
acting school as a young adult, taught
drama and am now making films, so have
somehow been involved in the
storytelling all my life. I do love
landscape and people with stories in
their faces. I usually get an idea, which is
inspired by something I experience or
witness and I have to make it into a film.
It’s the way I express my deeper
responses to something. I visualise
where it would be. The ideas come very
quickly but then I go looking for
locations that work and are accessible.
In the case of The Salt Maiden it would
have been easier to stay in Sydney and



film it at the Basin but when you go
somewhere completely different the
story takes on a whole new dimension.
The last film I made was almost all out of
focus told through the eyes of a very old
woman. There is only one brief moment
we can see the countryside, which I shot
in QLD again, but this time out at my
mother’s house inside her house and in
her bedroom cupboard.

We have previously mentioned
Dumont, can you tell us your biggest
influences in art and how they have
affected your work?

My grandfather was an early influence
on my love of photography. My father, a
musician, took me to the opera as a
child. Artistically I would have to say I
am inspired by the work of Jane
Campion, Deepa Mehta, Michael
Haneke, Jaques Tati and Kelly Reichardt.

I’m currently watching a lot of Danish
film and long form series and would have
to say that I admire their work very
much, particularly the films of Susanne
Bier and music of her composer Johan
Söderqvist. I stopped watching
broadcast television 15 years ago and I
watch mostly European cinema, classic
American films, Japanese anime,
Australian films when there are some
and almost never watch modern day
Hollywood blockbusters.

The Salt Maiden has been screened
at Cannes Short Corner, the most
prestigious festival in the world. Can
you describe this amazing
experience?

The experience was amazing but the best
part was meeting people from all over
the world who love films and making
films. I stayed in the hills near Nice with
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relatives of my camera assistant and
drove a car in every day. The first day,
I was very excited, but driving down
those little streets on the right hand
side on my way to festival, I side-
swiped an old lady’s car who was
understandably very upset with me,
and for the rest of the festival my side
mirror was dangling, but the car rental
company didn’t seem to worry about it.

 The drinks at Screen Australia were
fun. I met some great people including
a very cool composer who told me all
about his opera puppet show film while
we walking around the back streets of
Cannes, trying to remember where I
had parked the car that day. It was
thrilling to be there but it highlighted
that I have very long way to go as
filmmaker.

What do you want people to

remember after seeing The Salt
Maiden?

I hadn’t really thought of it up until
now but I would want them to
remember the beauty of the island, the
haunting music, the moonlight, that
dark water and that sometimes it
seems as if women aren’t really in
control of their desires, but perhaps
they actually are.

For more than half a century
women have been discouraged from
getting behind the camera, however
in the last decades there are signs
that something is changing. What's
your view on the future of women in
cinema and animation?

Women have to be brave to stand up
and make the stories they are
interested in, but men have got to stop
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thinking that everyone wants to see a
film about another young, white, male
who wears his woman as a handbag
even if it is Mr so an so. I just don’t
respect their work if it is embedded with
sexism. Just today I saw a list on IMDB
called the 25 most interesting directors
and it contained just one female.
I checked who had decided that and of
course it was a man. Awareness is
changing but the pace of affirmative
action is too slow. Because I can’t be
bothered waiting for that to happen, I
will just get on with it and keep making
films.

Animation is a great medium because
the film can be created from almost
anything as long as the filmmaker has a
lot of time and patience. In the end the
freedom to choose what I create is more
important than being controlled by
Hollywood or commercialism. I will not

let this be an issue for me.

Thanks for your time and thought,
Beverley. We wish you all the best
with your career. What's next for
Beverley Callow?

I am currently studying a Bachelor of
Screen Arts at the Australian Film
Television and Radio School and loving
it. There are several films I have in my
mind that I want to make but while I am
studying I will put my efforts in that and
explore new possibilities for my own
way of working. I have been putting my
hands on the camera recently and I am
linking it a lot. Perhaps I will branch
out, though I still have a lot to learn.
This morning I was up before dawn to
film the sun-rise over the beach but I
over exposed the image so I will need to
do a lot more practise or eventually just
stick to directing.

cinéwomen/15
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eB. 1967, lives and works in Oslo
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Sabina Jacobsson is a video, photo, 
installation artist. She graduated from 
The Academy of Fine Arts in Trondheim 
Norway 2000. Jacobsson has had 
several exhibitions/screenings in 
Norway and abroad. She works with 
videodesign for dance and theatre 
performances and she is a lecturer at 
different art schools in Oslo. Jacobsson 
work as an editor for other artists 
engaged in video. The main content of 
her work reflects cultural affiliation 
and social structures in settings of 
social institutions, roles, status 
positions, and relations between groups 
and individuals that regulates social 
patterns of behavior. She stage-manage 
narratives (stories/tales) about cultural 
solidarity/ togetherness along with 
political issues through for instance 
video installations both within and 
outside public spaces. Through several 
projects of artistic collaborations, she 
has been given the opportunity to work 
with different expressions, on stage as 

well as in gallery spaces, which has 
resulted in/contributed to her 
multifaceted expression.

Rejecting the descriptive function 
habitually allotted to the cinema, 
Sabina Jacobsson revisits classic films 
from Bergman to Lynch developing a 
dense web of metafictional elements. In 
her video trilogy Exclusion quotations 
are not used in a postmodern way: 
Sabina alienates her audience from the 
characters in order to capture subtle, 
unconscious emotional reactions, 
getting under the skin of cinema. We 
are pleased to present Sabina 
Jacobsson's work for this Cinéwomen 
Edition. Sabina, how did you get started 
in experimental cinema?

The road here has been long. It all started 
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Trondheim, 
Norway, in the mid 90's and with my 
research in Video Art and the History of 
Video Art. During that time, I experimented 
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with the cameras available then, such as 
Hi8 and DV Camcorders. I learned how to 
edit and produced many small 
experimental art films. Conceptually, I was 
inspired by video artists such as Nam June 
Paik, Bill Viola, and Bruce Naumann 
amongst many others. I used effects and 
experimental sound in my films. It was a 
very exciting time for my development, and 
I explored all kinds of filmic work, from 
80's video art to more experimental 
directors of the time, such as Peter 
Greenaway, Jim Jarmusch, and Hal Hartley 
as well as the greats such as Federico 
Fellini,  Luis Buñuel, and Jean-Luc Godard. 
So my work was shaped by this strange 
hybrid of influences: everything from 
animated MTV shorts from the 80s, to 
deeply conceptual post modernistic 
cinema. 

Later on, I started to build video 
installations, combined with photography, 
objects and performance. From this, I 
became involved in stage art and 

independent dance and theatre. Several 
directors have given me the time and 
space to experiment using multiple video 
projectors, and my work has become an 
active element onstage, sometimes 
interacting with the performers. Every 
project has been useful in some way for 
exploring and refining my ideas. Now in 
my capacity as director, I'm able to call 
upon my experiences gained from working 
as a cross disciplinary artist. 

We want to take a closer look at the 
genesis of your film trilogy: how did 
you come up with the idea for 
Exclusion?

I have for some time been working with 
documentarism as a theme in my work. It 
wasn't until 2013 that I came up with the 
idea to work somewhere in between 
documentary and fiction. The film I made 
during this time was “Boxing Memories”. 
The content built largely around two men,  
seemingly playing themselves, sharing 

interview



their life stories over a cup of coffee. Both 
have emigrated from Brazil in order to 
reside in Norway, and both have met a 
Norwegian man that they want to settle 
down with. 

The film plays out like an hour long 
conversation about integration and the 
problems one faces as an immigrant, 
specifically the struggle in becoming 
accepted by your newfound peers, as 
someone working within the arts. I filmed 
and edited the footage, to give it the feel 
of a fictional drama. If one looks at the 
film's setting, there's a cinematic 
reference to “My Dinner With André” 
(1981) by Louis Malle. The title “Boxing 
Memories”, means to pack away the 
memories from one's background because 
nobody seems to care about them. From 
this project, grew my interest in working 
with appropriating fiction. I wanted to 
further experiment with the dramaturgy 
and find new emotional potential within 
imagery. Not just to  borrow and 

intentionally alter preexisting images, but 
to make a research on preexisting work 
and explore what could come out from this 
process. 

Adopting a way of working and forcing 
myself to see and do things in a new way, 
could perhaps help myself to go deeper 
into my own work. I started to play around 
with the idea of picking three classic 
works from three very different artists 
with the idea to make one connected 
drama in three parts. The actors would 
play the same characters throughout the 
trilogy. That was my starting point for 
“Exclusion”. 

The "theft of aesthetic artifacts from 
the past" as Debord described the 
"detournement" technique, was not 
only an artistic practice, but a 
revolutionary act with specific social 
connotations. Far from being  
apolitical, in your film trilogy you 
reverse this process in order to 
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It was interesting to completely 
immerse myself in these three 
works and adopt similar 
stylistic approaches to echo the 
aesthetics of the originals

“
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explore deep psychological issues. In  
The Gathering,  unlike situationist 
films, not even a line from Bergman's 
dialogue has been changed or 
subverted, yet the overall feel is 
dramatically different, offering a new 
point of view to the audience. Can you 
introduce our readers to this 
fundamental idea behind Exclusion  ?

As I mentioned, the starting point was to 
experiment with the possibility of 
connecting three completely different 
artist's works into a three-part dramatic 
work.  I wanted to shift the conventional 
heteronormativity of my chosen three 
works, to one of a homosexual context. 
Typically in mainstream film, an audience 
enters the cinema with expectations of the 
classic roles (hero, love-interest, bad guy 
etc) but when all characters are one 
gender, those expectations are altered. I 
thought it added another layer of mystery 
to the story. So I selected Ingmar 
Bergman, Bill Viola and David Lynch: three 
well known artists which the audience is 

most likely familiar with. This familiarity 
also allowed me some freedom to play with 
their respective aesthetics for which they 
are known. But I also chose them because 
they have greatly inspired me on a 
personal level. A kind of tribute to my 
heroes if you like.  It was interesting to 
completely immerse myself in these three 
works and adopt similar stylistic 
approaches to echo the aesthetics of the 
originals. When I started out, I had in my 
mind the idea of using appropriation on all 
three works, but the end result became 
more of a transmutation than mere 
transmissions of the originals. It evolved 
over time. 

I chose Ingmar Bergman for his striking 
lines. It was important for me to keep 
Bergman's dialogue in the scene I chose 
from his film, “Face to Face” (1976), 
because of the clear content, and how his 
rapid and striking dialogues quickly set up 
a narrative that unfolds across the second 
and third of my films. I called this first 
part, “The Gathering”. 



* “In «The Gathering» we see the main 
character arriving at a party too late, and 
being warmly welcomed by the host Terje, 
who introduces him to the remaining 
guests. This is where the main character 
meets his lover for the first time. In the 
next scene they meet for the second time 
and their conversation could be 
characterized by uncertainty, strong will 
and an almost absurd lust. Here Jacobsson 
firmly navigates through the two scenes 
directly appropriated from Bergman’s 
«Face to Face» (1976). The dialogue is 
largely identical but the Bergmanian 
charge is replaced by a raw directness that 
makes the attraction between the main 
character and his lover to seem impossible 
and at the same time inevitable.”

In Bill Viola's “The Greeting” (1995), the 
technical approximation was most 
important. It's such a wonderfully 
emotional picture story, and I felt I could 
only do it justice by using the same camera 
- a Phantom High Speed Camera - and 

remaining faithful to the sequence's 
duration, however I exchanged the three 
women in the original, for three men, as 
well as changing the surroundings. 
Crucially, the two words in the original, 
"Help me", were altered to "Release me". It 
was important for me to get the link to 
homosexual love in dissolution. I called this 
second part, “The Truthfulness”. 

* In «The Truthfulness», Jacobsson dwells 
on colour, sound, movements and shapes. 
Bill Viola’s «The Greeting» (1995) and 
Jacopo Pontoromo’s «Visitation» (1529) 
works as melodically touches while 
Jacobsson directs determinedly. The sound 
lies as a shadow carpet in the background 
and we hear only this one, strong 
«RELEASE ME» as a clear whisper. Lust is 
addictive and you focus mostly on your 
own need for the other one to look at you, 
see you and touch you. But when the other 
one does no longer answer your 
approaches, and rather gives attention to 
another person, your lust is overshadowed 
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by a painful loneliness.

When I was looking for the final part to 
the trilogy it was “Hotel Room” (1993) 
that caught my attention. A TV series in 
three parts produced by David Lynch, it 
was Lynch who directed the first and the 
third episode. I however, chose the 
second one, directed by  James Signorelli. 
I wanted to inject more of a Lynchian 
mood, hence the absurd rabbit character, 
inspired by Lynch's film "Rabbits" (2002) 
along with the unsettling sitcom laughter 
that accompanies the rabbit every time it 
appears. I also selected music that had a 
more surreal atmosphere than in 
Signorelli's original. I called this final 
part, “The Confrontation”. 

* In «The Confrontation» Jacobsson plays 
with one of the episodes from David 
Lynch’s TV-series «Hotel Room» (1993). 
The severe plot and the fundamental 
consequences of the main character’s 
reactions, is being served to us with 

laughter, accompanied by experimental 
sound and music. A third out in the video 
the lover’s former lover, Marius, lies on 
the hotel bed of the main character and 
reads aloud from Camille Paglia’s «Sexual 
Personae». This reference enlightens the 
artwork’s theme as well as the artist’s 
method. Through personal studies of 
other artist’s works, Sabina Jacobsson 
presents an image on our own ability and 
will to exclude our fellow humans. 

The artwork’s theme exceeds an 
interpersonal level when the drama is set 
in a homosexual context and we sense the 
contours of systemized exclusion. 

We have been impressed by the 
balance you have been capable of 
achieving in these three films 
between classical sensibility and a 
contemporary vision. Just think of  
The Truthfulness, a chapter of your 
film triptych inspired by a milestone 



in the history of video art, Viola’s  The 
Greeting: here you pay extreme 
attention to minute details, colour and 
sound. It is very difficult for 
contemporary artists to quote the 
classical age, in this case Pontormo’s 
Visitation, however, sometimes this 
kind of research is not simply an 
attitude to quotation: it could give 
astonishing results, just think of 
Romeo Castellucci's incredible work... 
how did you develop your visual 
imageries?

I have been developing my visual imagery 
since I began studying art and film - from 
conceptual thinking, composition, using 
light and colour in different ways, and 
through all the different techniques I've 
utilised over the years in my work. My 
approach is always developing through 
exploring these things, and I feel now it's 
at a stage I've been pursuing for a long 
time. Visual imagery in essence is your way 
of experiencing what you see and 

transforming it. This is my world that I 
want to share and express through my art. 
I work with high quality cameras and I 
have long experience using my equipment. 
This is crucial when I'm in the field as I'm 
free to work instinctively and further the 
construction of ideas. Self-sufficiency is 
important - I belong to the kind of artists 
who wish to do everything myself. I want 
to have control over the material. I like 
directing, filming, and editing. 

The only thing I'll leave to others is the 
recording of sound and music. I had 
Anthony Barratt record the sound for me - 
he and I have worked together before and 
he’s extremely supportive on the set. I 
have so much respect for sound and music 
as they constitute such an important part 
of the work that I would not want nor dare 
to take on the responsibility of that too. 
But I can happily edit and place the 
finished sound along with the footage, just 
as I used to when I began making films in 
Trondheim. 
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In “The Truthfulness”, I can see that by 
studying Bill Viola's technique and visual 
composition, I have found a stillness and a 
security in the sequence. We filmed a situation 
that only lasted 45 seconds or so, which I later 
slowed down to last 10 minutes. Slowing the 
film down created such a detailed description 
of events that when watching it back, one 
almost falls into a kind of trance. 

You get totally sucked into the picture. Because 
we were shooting at 400 frames a second with 
the Phantom High Speed Camera, the 
movements became beautifully detailed and 
took on an elegant otherworldliness. This was a 
new experience for me and made me think of 
the importance of detail. I love how new 
experiences like that can inform and influence 
your approach for future work. 

Your art practice reminds us of Antonioni's 
teachings, "We know that underneath the 
displayed image there is another - one 
more faithful to reality. And underneath 
this second, there is a third one, and a 
fourth under the previous one. All the way 
to the true image of that reality, absolute, 
mysterious, that nobody will see."  In these 
last years we have seen that the frontier 
between video art and cinema is growing 
more and more vague: do you think that 
this "frontier" will exist much longer?

I watched a lot of experimental film in the 80's 
and 90's and so it felt natural for me to adopt a 
similar approach to nonlinear narratives 
throughout my work. A nonlinear narrative 
needs to affect the viewer in one way or 
another whilst allowing space for their own 
interpretations.

I think the visual arts are needed in so many 
areas of society, to help us see things from 
different angles. When I enter different art 
arenas, I do it with my conceptual basis and I 
can contribute to a rethinking of the classic 
form. I like breaking rules and playing with 
traditional thinking. 

I noticed that more and more visual artists who 
use film language to express themselves today, 
work with content and dramaturgy in a way 
that we do not usually see in the movies. No 

The 
Truthfulness
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doubt that in the future the boundaries 
between video art and cinema will continue to 
blur, although there will probably still be a 
place for both the traditional film and 
experimental film and video art.

We have previously said that  your 
cinematography seems to be deeply 
influenced by the emotional potential of 
colour: could you better explain this 
aspect of your shooting style?

From a technical standpoint, it starts with the 
set design and the colours of the clothes on the 
actors. When shooting, I use light diffusers to 
make colours and light smoother. Diffusing 
light opens up the colour spectrum for working 
on later. In post-production when colour 
grading, I search for the grading that best 
matches the expression in the film. It's in the 
post-production where one fully realises the 
magical emotional potential of colour. For me 
it can take a long time to find the grading that 
best matches the emotion of the scene and I 
can change it many times before I am satisfied. 
Sometimes I'll study the films I love in order to 
figure out how to solve different scenes. Each 
of the films has it’s own symbolistic colour 
palette, relating to the narrative.

 In the first film, "The Gathering", red is the 
symbol for love, and this is used throughout 
the party scene, set in the summertime, where 
the lovers meet for the first time. Like all illicit 
love affairs, their relationship plays out like a 
game, with the power shifting back and forth. 
The second film, "The Truthfulness", uses more 
autumnal shades, perhaps suggesting that 
some time has passed since the lovers first 
met. And in the final film, "The Confrontation", 
there’s almost an absence of colour, 
symbolising the condition in which we find the 
relationship to be.  

Could you take us through your creative 
process when starting a new project?

Research is always my starting point… I'll 
happily sit in front of the computer for months 
on end, finding new ideas, situations and 
locations to shoot.  Often this research 
happens concurrently to other projects so 
sometimes ideas cross-pollinate, run parallel 
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and relieve each other, often when I'm in a 
creative phase and feeling inspired. When it 
comes to filmmaking, I need time to get 
everything in place. When my research 
reaches a certain point, I'll begin looking for 
actors, for I enjoy developing the characters 
and plot when I know who shall play the 
different roles. From there I like to open 
things up and keep a fluid approach, both 
during filming and certainly in post-
production, with the work developing still. 

My latest film, “The Confrontation”, has 
taken almost a year in post-production. One 
could assume this period as laboured, but I 
think this part of the process is where I 
develop myself as an artist. It's a very 
important and interesting time. It can almost 
be a bit painful to finish! 

You are a multidisciplinary artist. In the 
arsenal of artistic techniques that you 
use, can you tell us in what manner your 
work as photographer influences your 
filmmaking?

When it comes to working with photography 
and filmmaking, for me they are two 
different practices. Filmmaking is much 
more demanding because I’m dealing with so 
many more elements. But the similarity lies 
in working with light and composition, and 
the way in which you manage to transform 
and render reality so that it matches the 
expression you are looking for. 
Fundamentally, choosing the correct light 
setting before shooting anything is crucial to 
get good pictures.

My experience as a photographer has taught 
me to think on my feet and catch things 
quickly on set. After meticulous planning 
prior to filming, there were events on 
location for "The Confrontation", that were 
beyond my control, but I managed to work 
them into the film very effectively. When I 
shot the dancing rabbit in the hotel corridor, 
there was a faulty and blinking lamp, and 
rows of trolleys with bedding for the rooms. 
After some careful rearrangement,  it made a 
beautiful composition with a spooky, 
institutional atmosphere.
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Thanks for sharing your time, Sabina, 
we wish you all the best with your 
filmmaker career. What's next for 
Sabina Jacobsson? Have you a 
particular film in mind?

My next film project takes place in 
November later this year. I'm making a 
short film inspired by the artworks of David 
Hockney during the years 1965-1972. The 
project at this stage is titled, "The 
Collector(s)". This time though, I plan to 
replace the men in Hockney’s work, with 
women. The synopsis is, briefly: two ladies 
meet in a mid-century modern house in 
Palm Springs, California. 

One lives there and the other comes for a 
visit. As to the relationship between these 
women… it remains unclear… maybe 
they're colleagues, lovers or friends. But 
there's a palpable tension and a charged 
air of ambiguity. The content of their 
conversation reflects upon an incident that 
the audience never becomes fully aware of. 
I'm currently working on the screenplay 
and casting the roles while I write. 

*  From a text by Eva Løveid Mølster, Art 
Philosopher, @evabout

Directed & produced: Sabina Jacobsson
Sound: Anthony Barratt
Cast: Vitor Antonio Monico Truzzi, Terje Tjøme 
Mossige, Karstein Solli, Marius Kjos, Ulf 
Nilseng, Simen Hvilen

With support by Norwegian Artist Foundation 
(BKV)
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EXCLUSION
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Natascha Zink displays an
extraordinary cinematography in
her intensive, refined debut short
film Nostalgia. The first minutes
could have been the minutes of a
Tsai Ming Liang’s film too, if it
wouldn’t have been for the filming
way, the warm atmosphere.
Each shot in Nostalgia is carefully
orchestrated to work within the
overall structure: Natascha works
like a jeweler, carving out incisive,
measured rythms and moods.
Natascha, how did you get into
filmmaking? how has your history
influenced the way you produce
art?

I was always fascinated by movies.
When I was thirteen I didn't have to
accompany my parents anymore when
they went camping, so I was alone
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with my two older sisters who spent their
time with their friends and I was just
sitting inside, watching one movie after
another and dreaming of how different
my life could be.

I think as a teenager I dreamt most of my
life because I always felt left out, like
there was no place for me in the small
town where I grew up. So when I finished
school, I finally left home and went to
Frankfurt to study literature but when I
got the opportunity to study film studies I
switched my major and started getting
into film art and film history. After a while
it didn't really satisfy me anymore to just
talk about films. I wanted to shoot my
own movies, tell my own stories. I guess,
it was pure luck that I met the right
people at the right time. They gave me a
lot of input and confidence. I couldn't
have done it without their help.

Most certainly my studies and my
knowledge of films have influenced me a

lot. Before I shoot a movie, I analyze
everything and then try to find the right
style for it. Every shot has to be part of
the whole and has to add something to
the whole story. Every single second has
to mean something. Otherwise you can
just get rid of it.

 We want to take a closer look at the
genesis of your film: how did you
come up with the idea for Nostalgia?

It actually started with the location. A
friend of mine showed it to me and there
were two chairs just standing there on
the platform and a couple of beer bottles
lying around. So I started imagining what
could have happened the night before.
 That's how I came up with the idea for
the story. And since I've had a couple of
nights like that back home and knew I
had to face it again very soon, leaving my
friends again and all (I was about to start
writing my bachelor thesis) the dialogues
came quite naturally.



An everyday conversation is the
starting point of Nostalgia. Yet such
plot description fail to convey the
true strenght of the film, which is
atmospheric, multi-layered and more
meaningful with every viewing. What
is your writing process like?

I am not really an organized person. I
start writing when I feel creative and then
I tend to write a whole script for a short
story in an hour. It was like that with
Nostalgia. I just sat down and started
writing like crazy, not even thinking
about what the characters are going to
say to each other. Afterwards I read the
script again and ask myself if it was really
me who wrote that. Sometimes I think it's
a first sign of some mental illness like
shizophrenia or something. (laughs)

You have a peculiar sense of time and
rhythm that harkens back to an older
tradition of European filmmaking.

How did you develop your filmmaking
style?

I just learned so much at my University. I
had really great professors who taught
me so much about films and aesthetics
and of course I had to watch all the
classics and I really enjoyed it. And
without noticing you just use everything
you've seen and read so far and try to
harness it for your own work. I guess I'm
also deeply influenced by modern
literature. I always loved the idea of
telling a story, any story, in a different
way. To just change the perspective.

We have been deeply impressed by
the excellent cinematography by
Nicholas Jackson. Can you talk about
your creative relationship with
Nicholas?

I had trouble finding a cinematographer
for my short film. Everyone told me that
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there's nothing going on and that it's
not a good script, that the film would be
totally boring and all that. When Nick
read the script, he actually understood
the idea. We started talking about it and
we instantly clicked.

So when he offered to shoot the film, I
knew that he would be the perfect DP
for the film. We were on the same
wavelength, it was incredible. We just
complemented each other. Without Nick
Nostalgia wouldn't look like that at all.
I'm just glad that I met him and
hopefully we'll work on a lot of projects
together.

In your work we can recognize a
deep introspection. Human
experience is the starting point of
your filmmaking: you work like an
anthropologist, analyzing every
gesture...there is very much in
keeping with Bresson's approach to
directing. What draws you to a
particular subject?

That's hard to say. I'm actually one of
those creepy people who always sit
around and observe people. I love to
just watch people and the way they
interact

Sometimes I try to change it by just
breaking through all the conventions
and just talk to people or do something
slightly different. And then I start
imagining stories. I really think that
everything is interesting and then
certain subjects just stand out. Some
things really touch me and most of the
time I can remember similar things that
happened to me. It always comes down
to autobiographical topics, doesn't it.

Let’s speak about influences. Have
any directors from the older
generation inspired you?

I think everything I've ever watched and
read has this huge influence on me. But
if I had to name one great director, I
would say Ingmar Bergman. His way of
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capturing the human psyche is so
inspiring. I just love his films.

We would like to catch this occasion
to ask you to express your view on
the future of women in cinema. For
more than half a century women have
been discouraged from getting
behind the camera for decades,
however in the last decaded there are
signs that something is changing.
What is your view on the future of
women filmmakers?

It's still really hard for women in film
business. There are different standards
people apply for men and women. For
example when a man is talking to
another crew member, it's called
networking. When a woman does the
same thing (and most crew members are
still male) it's considered flirting.

The everyday sexism women have to
endure on set is so devastating. I always
feel like I have to be three times as good

as a man in the same position as me and
still then some people don't take me
seriously. And then there are always the
ones who tell you to stop whining when
you're pointing out the obvious. But I
think it's getting better slowly. And I
hope I can become a part of that change.

Thanks for sharing your time,
Natasha, we wish you all the best
with your filmmaker career. What's
next for Natasha Zink? Have you a
particular film in mind?

Actually I'm working on different ideas
and scripts at the moment. I just finished
this one script and hopefully I can shoot
it next year. It's about a young girl who
stalks a photographer and slowly makes
her way into his life. It's going to be
another really calm and thoughtful film.

Thanks so much for this interview. It's
really nice to get the chance to take a
step back and take another look at
Nostalgia.
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Yana Titova creates a time-based
work that allow the viewer to
abandon himself to his
associations. Her intense and
delicate short film Solveig
features an interior style of
fimmaking close to Tarkovsky's
notion of time in cinema. We are
pleased to present Yana Titova
for this year's CinéWomen
Edition. Yana, how did you get
into filmmaking?

I remember my first feature film as
an actress- “ Footsteps in the Sand”,
I remember the first time I had to go
on set. I was dressed as a girl from
the 80s, and I had to do a dramatic
goodbye scene with one of the most

popular actors in Bulgaria. I was
very anxious. The DOP, Emil
Hristov, told me he is going to
“shoot me” with Catherine Deneuve’
s tights! I didn’t know what this
meant. Later on I found out this was
his special camera filter which he
made using a tight that belonged to
her. When we started shooting the
scene I was confused about what I
was supposed to do exactly.
Everything around me was so
fascinating that I forgot to focus on
my part. On top of that I had to cry.
I was trying very hard but nothing
came out! I remember we were
shooting on film, which made it even
more dramatic. I was listening to
the film rolling, but no tears came
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out. The camera stopped and Ivaylo
Hristov, a great actor and the director
of the movie, came to me smiling. He
told me everything was fine and to take
my time. I was trying my best. The
make up artist put drops in my eyes,
which burnt, but a wind came out of
nowhere and my eyes were dry again.
No one was making a sound. I could
hear only the film rolling. Then I got so
angry at myself and I burst into tears. I
remember I was so disappointed with
my performance that I didn't want to
see the finished movie. But when I
finally saw it, I was shocked. It was all
there. The scene was great. That was
the very first time I actually realised
how magical filmmaking can be. With
the first shooting day and the first film
clap I felt there is something life
changing happening, but at the time I

did not even imagine I will stand
behind the camera one day.

How has your extensive experience
as a talented and awarded actress
affected your approach to
directing?

It came really natural to me, but not
through acting. The writing was the
thing that got me into directing. When
I wrote my first short story “ The
Bridge”, I got so excited and I talked to
a friend of mine who is a director about
doing it together. He was going to
direct it and I was going to be the lead.
He was listening to me carefully and
after I finished “my pitch” he looked at
me and said: “I think you should direct
it!” I wasn't planing to direct a film
before that, but I didn't think too



much.Two months later we shot it, and
it felt great! Edward Hogg, an
incredible actor, was the lead male.
The only problem was that I enjoyed
being behind the camera too much and
it was such a pleasure watching
Edward acting that I didn't really felt
like acting when the time came.
Directing and acting at the same time
was a big mistake. As an actress having
the extra time to prepare for a scene is
a big advantage. I used it to
concentrate on my part and to think
about my character. I didn't think I will
have the time I need between the takes
and the different scenes. I’ve never
been so unprepared on set as an
actress. It was such a madness. I was
performing, then watching the take,
then giving notes, and then the camera
is on me again and I wouldn't

remember my own text. It’s definitely a
lesson I learned not to mix two jobs
together. This is why I admire people
who achieve both acting and directing
in the same time.

Still, my experience as an actress in
many different productions taught me
how to be flexible, not to lose my
temper and appreciate everyones’ work
and timе. For me teamwork is
fundamental for the filmmaking
process. I always go prepared on set
and expect everyone else to do so. I
love working with actors. In order to do
a good movie, actors should feel as
comfortable as possible on set. I know
how it feels when the director is
prepared as well. I know how
important this is for an actor,
especially a young one. That is why I
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The art
of Yana Titova
Production stills from
Solveig (Bulgaria, 2015)

Yana Titova was born on February 26th 1983
in Plovdiv, Bulgaria. She has a Bachelor
degree in Acting from the Bulgarian
National Film and Theater Academy. She has
been part both of the National Theatre and
TheYouth Theatre. As an actress Yana was
part of many movies, and has won the
Bulgarian Film Academy Award for Best
Actress, Golden Rose Film Award for Best
Supporting Actress, Aasceer Theatre Award
for Best Young Actress as well as Bulgarian
Shooting Star Nomination. She was Berlinale
Talent Campus alumni.

“Solveig” is Yana’s second short film as a
director, after “The Bridge”, which was part
of the official selection of London Short Film
Festival and was nominated for Jameson
Award at the Sofia International Film
Festival and In The Palace Film Festival,
Golden Rose Film festival and others.
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always talk to the actors, give them
notes, I never say “This is not good”.
I’d rather say “My mistake, lets try
something else”.

We want to take a closer look at the
genesis of your film: how did you
come up with the idea for Solveig?

“Solveig’s song” is a novel written by
one of the greatest Bulgarian writers of
all times - Yordan Yovkov. It’s a story of
a very gifted violin player - Anya. She is
about to give her second solo concert
and she has to prove there is more to
her and her performance than an
excellent technique. She witnesses a
scene between a mother and her son,
who is drafted as a soldier. For the first
time Anya gets to know what
compassion is. She is no longer the

same. Her vanity and self admiration
vanish. Her performance on stage is
remarkable. Memories of her first
childhood love emerge before her eyes.
When the concert is over the audience
is rapturous. Anya is still thinking of
what she witnessed, the scene reminds
her of “Peer Gynt”. She raises her bow
and plays Solveig’s song. It’s the most
profound and touching performance,
because there is true emotion in it. As
Yordan Yovkov wrote in the novel “
There was the bow and Anya’s
beautiful white hand gently playing.
Nothing elsе except one other soul
which was singing and crying  through
the violin’s strings.”

There is something really personal in
this text. I was a piano player for more
than 15 years. I graduated Music



School, but I was never good enough. I
always wondered what was the
difference between me and my
classmate Stefka who was the best in
our class. We both grew up together,
started playing piano at the same age
with the same teacher. We both
practiced 6 hours a day. I thought it’s
only about talent. But when I read “
Solveig’s song” for the very first time, I
understood it’s not only about talent,
it’s about putting your soul into it. That
is something I never felt while playing
the piano. It was never “my thing”.

Once I did “The Bridge”, “ Solveig” was
my next goal as a director. I adapted
the short story, transformed it into a
script and started searching for the
perfect Anya! It took me 2 years, but
when I saw Radina, I knew she is the

one! I saw her picture on Facebook,
but I didn’t know if she is an actress. It
turned out she is in a theatre group for
young kids and she was the same age
as the character. I met her and offered
her the part without  an audition. Once
she was on board the movie happened
so quickly. It was worth the wait.

We have deeply appreciated your
elegant use of temps-mort which
preceeds Anya's performance: the
overall atmosphere is rendered
through a game of silences, like in
Michelangelo Antonioni's L'Eclisse.
Can you introduce our readers to
this peculiar aspect of Solveig?

Silence in movies is really important to
me because it always tells the truth.
Silence is never fake. Anya’s world is
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music. But she doesn't really
understand this world until she falls
deeply into it .The first part of
“Solveig” is covered in silence . Anya’s
relative’s meaningless conversations in
the beginning of the film emphasize the
silence that comes afterwards. And
when Anya is finally on stage the music
becomes a leading force through which
Anya’s real personality and sensitivity
is revealed.

I wanted to confront silence and music,
talent and technique, emotion and
pretence, true and false. This is one of
the reasons I chose to do it in black and
white. And the fact that this kind of
cinematography gives more dramatic
feeling, the details get more specific,
emotions get more intense, the magic
more vivid. The visual style of “Solveig”
was really important for me. I wanted it

to be delicate but powerful, beautiful
and profound. That’s why I invited the
DoP Adriana Yankulova to shoot
because I had no doubts she will
manage to capture the beauty and the
drama in the story.

What was the most challenging
thing about making this film?

“Solveig” is a low budget movie. To do
a period drama with no money is a
significant challenge. When the
producer  Miroslav Borshosh secured
the camera and all the equipment, that
was the starting point. There were
many people who loved the project and
joined the team voluntarily. A few
sponsors supported the film and
secured the locations, the costumes
and the catering. It took a lot of phone
calls, meetings and help from friends to



achieve it! Radina had to start violin
lessons! She had never touched a violin
before the movie. She was really
ambitious about it and at the end she
knew the two musical pieces which she
had to perform  on two strings which
was a big achievement! We shot the
movie in Plovdiv, my home town, and
all of my relatives were involved in it. I
was surprised how many people
cooperated. They are many actors in
the movie, big names in Bulgaria who
came to support my project.

They made it all possible. I don't
remember shooting more than 4 takes,
but the schedule was really tight. We
shot the movie for two days, despite
everyone saying it was impossible. The
reason was we had very good
organisation. Working with kids wasn't
easy as well. It was Emily and Filip’s

first movie. The good thing was they
really liked each other. I remember
talking to them between the takes,
giving them notes or making them
laugh, jumping and singing and playing
invisible violin with them. The whole
“Solveig”  experience was magical like
Edvard Grieg’s “Solveig’s Song”. When
we were recording the music in the
studio something really strange
happened. Out of nowhere we heard a
second violin, however there was only
the musician in the studio. But there
was nothing visible on the sound
monitor. We reloaded the file and
played it. It was there. We could hear it
but we could not see it. I call this
magic. The pre-production of “Solveig“
was quite stressful. However, after we
began shooting everything ran very
smoothly. It was exactly how I
envisioned it.
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You have been admitted at
Berlinale Talent Campus: can you
describe this amazing experience?

It was a life-changing experience. I was
just about to shoot a TV series, but I
wasn't really happy with the project
and I had some doubts about doing it.
So I had to choose between the
Campus and this show. I chose the
Campus and I don’t regret it. I met
some great people over there. It was
like a cultural shock for me. All other
actors were so prepared, that I felt I
was out of place. I came across some
people and acting techniques that I had
never heard about before that. I was
really impressed by Jean-Louis
Rodrigue. He was working at the time
with Leonardo DiCaprio on “J. Edgar”.
He introduced us to Alexander
Technique, which helped me a lot

afterwords. We worked with Aida Begic
who did scenes with us. We had
lectures with Isabella Rossellini and
Ralph Fiennes. I was like Alice in
Wonderland. Everything was
fascinating and scary at the same time.
It was a fast forward acting course for
cinema. That was the moment I
decided to I need a change in my life
and I want to become part of the world.
Three months later I quit the National
Theatre of Bulgaria were I was
performing at the time and I went to
London to start everything anew.

We have previously mentioned
Michelangelo Antonioni, who were
some of your chief influences?

There are so many different filmmakers
that have inspired me for the past
years. In the process of working on



“Solveig" I was influenced by Andrea
Arnold’s “Wuthering Heights”,  Jean-
Luc Godard’s “ Breathless” and
Bergman’s “ Persona”. In general I am
a big admirer of Ingmar Bergman,
Christian Mungiu,  Alejandro González
Iñárritu, Giuseppe Tornatore and Nuri
Bilge Ceylan. I love the diversity of
styles, genres and stories. I get
influenced by strong, emotional and
sincere films. I admire brave artists
who are making films in their own way,
not following the trodden paths.

What's your writing process like?

In general, I like to collect stories and
memories. Sometimes I feel suddenly
inspired by a conversation or an every
day situation. In such moments I can
see the script laid out in front of me;
how it starts and ends and all the

details about it. If this is the case, I
have to start writing as soon as I get
the idea. Sometimes I have an idea but
it’s not clear enough. It’s like I am
feeling something important is going to
happen but I don't know when or how.
In such times I like to anticipate.
It may take months till the story is
formed and I can’t start writing until I
have the grand picture clear in my
head. It usually happens all of a
sudden. Afterwords it’s easy and quick.
I sit down and write. When I have the
story in my head I can write anytime
anywhere. All I need is concentration
and chocolate! I wrote my latest short
“The House”, in a car full of luggage,
squeezed between two suitcases. The
night before the trip I dreamt the
story. I had the feeling I’ve watched
the movie already and I just had to
type the script.
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We would like to catch this
occasion to ask you to express
your view on the future of women
in cinema. For more than half a
century women have been
discouraged from getting behind
the camera, yet in the last years
there are signs that something is
changing. What is your view on
the future of women filmmakers?

I think the future looks promising.
Women in filmmaking are making a
significant progress; their number is
growing and this is encouraging.
Moreover, the films are  very good as
well. Women have different sensitivity
and perception of reality and use
different ways of expression
compared to men as well. It seems
women entering filmmaking is the
establishment of a new art movement.
I know directing was always seen as a

male profession, probably due to the
fact that the director is on top of the
hierarchy in film production.
Therefore, a … There is still distrust
towards women in this respect. In
order to be a good director you need
to have excellent organisational skills.
It is what my tutor in the film
academy Georgi Djulgerov taught me.
I believe that in this aspect women
have an advantage. Strong intuition is
also very important in filmmaking. In
my experience, there have been cases
when intuition alone helped me deal
with critical situations. In general I
believe that gender segregation is
one of the biggest limitations that we
have imposed on ourselves. It should
not matter whether a film maker is
male or female.

What matters is the stories that we
tell and the end product in general.
Similarly to having various genres of
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films, we should have diversity in
filmmakers as well, which will be
beneficial to the art of cinema as a
whole. Women filmmakers are like a
breath of fresh air both for cinema itself
and the audience as well. It is very
encouraging to have more and more
attention on women filmmakers from
both festivals and media.

Thanks for sharing your time, Yana.
You are currently writing your first
feature film. Can you tell something
about this work in progress?

At the moment I am working on a
feature film with a work title “The Girls”.
It is the story of three classmates and
the focus is on the degradation of the
human moral values. The film will be a
reflection of the Bulgarian reality at the
moment - a mirror for the contemporary
human condition, which unfortunately
shows little optimism. It is a story about

how there is no future for the young
people, due to the general deterioration
of the human values in the society and
how existence is reduced to simple
survival. It is about how life is a like a
dead end street and the more we go
forward the more fate is predetermined.

This will undoubtedly be my most
emotional experience as a director and
scriptwriter. At the moment I am in the
phase of research, which includes
conversations with teenagers. I am
terrified from the stories I hear. When I
undertook this project I did not expect
what I will have to face. The film is
entirely based on true stories, which are
defining for the images of the three
girls. The family, the school system,
society as a whole have given up on
these young people. When I hear the
stories of these kids I am often
frightened, in general and for the future
of our country.
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With its masterfully executed
scenes and expressive camera
work, Migrant is a psychologically
acute, visually striking modernist
work. Hypnotic shots and noir
photography suffuse this film with
a nightmarish, visionary quality.
Zsuzsa Gyetvai, Katalin Gyetvai
and Anita Ternyák assemble
Migrant with visionary editing,
eschewing traditional storytelling
and opting instead of a radical
take on narrative. Zsuzsi, Kati,
and Anita, can you talk about your
creative relationship and how it
has evolved through your work
together?

Zsuzsi: We attended the same school
with Anita together. I preferred the
direction part and Anita was already
fond of editing. I claimed that the
editing part is always up to a
professional editor, it is enough if I
knew what I want as a director so I
didn’t make too much efforts during
the editing courses therefore was I
already in trouble with my first short
movie. I asked Anita for help and our
first collaboration resulted in a
special prize at a film festival. (Kati
was the director of this film.)
Kati is not only doing extreme sports
but she also wanted to make videos.
She bought a camera and asked for
my help sometimes. Our taste and
lifestyle is really similar and also
being and working as women are
important matters for us so it is
somehow evident we work together

on interesting projects.

Anita: It took me a long time to find
the people I can work well and
creatively together. I had a lot of bad
experience before but with Zsuzsi we
were on the same frequency for the
first time. Not only was she a creative
partner but we always had a good
time together which is really
important because the cheerful mood
and atmosphere can free a lot of extra
energies. Kati also joined us and I
really liked their attitude. It turned
out soon that it is a well functioning
team. To my biggest sorrow they both
moved far from me but I was glad the
shooting of the Migrant brought the
team together again. I can hardly wait
for the next project to work together
again.

We want to take a closer look at
the genesis of your experimental
film: how did you come up with
the idea for Migrant?

Zsuzsi: The shooting was preceded
by long brainstormings and meetings.
We all had enough time to taste the
music collect the first impressions,
popping-in pictures, colours, feelings
or maybe stories. We came together
several times untill we found the
direction the style and the sketch of
the story. We also had to decide that
we needed a story. Then we spent a
long weekend far from the city to
focus on the project and put the first
storyboard together what we could
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improve and bring to perfection.
Fortunatly the basic ideas were really
similar for the first time already so all we
had to do was to push them even closer. I
think the minimalizm of the music led to
the purity of the visual world and to an
utopian atmosphere. Anyway these hung
together with the bands visions as well.

Kati: As we all represent different styles
and our point of view is also different the
clip became even more colourful. We
weren’t holding each other back but we
came up with unique ideas that helped
the production get forward.

Anita: It was the second time we moved
far from the world with the whole team
for a long weekend. Our plan was to
build up a good story for the music. I’ve
always been a team player and I believe
that together we can always achieve
more than alone. So after the collective
brainstorming we selected the best ideas

and made a storyboard. All we had to do
was to soften this one a little bit. For me
the idea of the UV was a real blast. It fits
perfectly into the surrealistic visual
artwork.

The message of the lyrics and the
dresses gave the basics. We built up the
story on these. The surface of the design
cloths were plastic and geometric so it
came naturally to form planets in the
video. The story is about a wandering
girl lost in a sometimes grinding world
and the point is her dress because she is
wearing the planet herself. I loved this
idea from the beginning.

From the first time we watched
Migrant, we thought of William
Klein's films. Your cinema is marked
by a stunning mix of realism and
surrealism, how did you develop your
filmmaking style?
Zsuzsi: The music reminded me on a



scene from my favourite silent movie for
the first time. There is part in Carl
Theodor’s Dreyer Vampyr in which the
hero sees his funeral from his coffin and
as an outsider also. The mood of the
music made me feel like I were on the
verge of reality and dreams. We wanted
to give this feeling back on the screen.
Despite the amazing pictures there is a
nightmarish ramble and estrangement of
the main character. The returning main
spiral theme in camera movements and
in visual artwork also refers to this. It is
like a whirl that pulls you under and you
are sinking into the void.

We agreed for the first time on playing
with colours and forms and using even
more big space, landscapes and nature
but we wanted everything to be abstract
to make the whole picture unrealistic.
The most important was to give the
viewers an ambivalent feeling, despite
the awsome landscapes and pictures

something worrying and stunning.
Then came the visualization of the
various textures which was a really
interesting game for all of us. This was
also inspired by the artist anyway
because she is a costume and stage
designer as well. It was just impossible
to pair a normal visual world with this
music.

Kati: I am a real visual type from
personality. Everytime I hear some music
I also see pictures. I try to catch a feeling
for the first time and not to search for
perfection but to give something for the
people with my work. The others could
see the whole process better than me I
focused more on the details. For me the
otherworld came for the first time which
has never been a negative issue that’s
why I could pair harmonic and soft
colours and visuals to the idea.
Anita: We didn’t want to build
unrealistic sci-fi stages/sets for our
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character beacuse it would have
narrowed us among limits. We decided to
build surrealistic places by our camera
from our surroundings. It was a bigger
challenge to show these scenes for
people like they have never seen them
before. Luckily Budapest is a colourful
city so we had a huge playground. Before
we passed by old houses not knowing
how interesting they are inside. Anyway
the desert is a small sand-covered place
at a rubbish-shoot in real life. We went
there at sunset and it was already an
endless desert through our camera. We
played with spaces, lights, colours and
forms trying to get new stuff out of what
we had. It was really interesting.

We have been fascinated by the
fragmented editing of Migrant, did
the overall structure unfold before
the camera, or were you already
aware of these various pieces of the
puzzle?

Zsuzsi: By the beginning of the shooting

we knew already the sequence, the
scenes and the angles. All cuts, frames,
feelings and camera movements were
perfectly composed but we also knew
that surprises can occur during editing
so we made place for improvisation as
well. If someone saw something
unplanned we transcribed it.
Despite the particular planning we
couldn’t fulfill everything we wanted. We
had a scene in a flat which broke the
flow of the video somehow so we cut it.
The first conception changed but we
made good use of the extra recordings.

Anita: We gave a lot of additions to the
clip during editing. First we put the story
together without that mentioned scene
then I started to form a whole from it.
The set ups got new colours and we tried
to put the raw material into a new
dimension.

Your shooting style is impressive, we
appreciate your detailed wide shots,
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as well as your hypnotic
compositions. How did you conceive
the visual style of this film?

Anita: It is a good question because
after our former videos it is a totally new
direction for us. This one has an eclectic
visual world and shows an utopistic
world to the viewers. With its tense
strangeness it perfectly fits the message
of the lyrics.

Your cinema is rich of references
ranging from Carlos Saura to
Alejandro Jodorowsky. Who were
your chef influences?

Kati: I was influenced by the minimalist
photography. Photos affect me more than
movies and films because I can dive into
the details more by highlighting a scene.
Small details are extremely important in
my opinion.

Zsuzsi: Wow Jodorowsky – this is really

honourable! Although I wouldn’t have
mentioned him myself for sure I have his
pictures in my mind for a lifetime.
I am fond of silent movies and a huge fan
of the early works in film history. I really
like the artwork of Man Ray or René
Claire and I am attracted to experimental
films. My other favourite is Luis Buñuel. I
have great passion for the German
expressionism eather in cinematics or in
fine arts. I have to mention a Hungarian
contemporary director, Fligauf Benedek
who plays with space that I feel like I
could watch every picture for hours. He
is a big hero of mine but so as Andreas
Gusky or the avantgard painters.

Anita: My big favourite is Jim Jarmush.
In his movies the point is usually hidden
in the small details on the premisses. I
am attracted to this kind of shooting. My
other strong impression is the common
movie of Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dali
Un Chien Andalou. I have to watch it
time after time. It is a surrealistic
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nightmare in 21 minutes. Perfect.

Migrant is clever and well-built.
What technical aspects did you focus
on in your work? What challenges
did you face while making your short
film?

Anita: For me the hardest and also the
most important task was to create
plastic spaces. To redefine what we had
by editing and develop it with abstract
additional forms but without graphic
afterwork. Everything you see is a
mixture of the raw recordings.

What camera did you shoot on? Can
you decribe your approach to
lighting?

Anita: We always work with DSLR
cameras and the basic camera handling
tools. The tight budget wouldn’t have let
more anyway. We know these tools well
and use them daily so the routine and
creativity solved everything. The
lighting is an intersting issue. It was
obvious to use the natural lights in the
staircase and the desert scene.

We could hardly imagine more beautiful
than the sunset and the sand and in the
staircase luckily a lot of natural light
could come in through the glass
surfaces. All we had to do was to choose
a sunny afternoon for the shooting. The
UV scene was the only one we shot in a
studio where we also didn’t use special
effects. Our character got a backlight as
hairlight and cross lights from the two
sides with softbox and of course we used
UV pipes for the last scene.

You are an extraordinary women
film group. For more than half a
century women have been
discouraged from getting behind the
camera. What's your view on the
future of women in cinema?

Kati: Women see the same stuff so

different than men do. In film industry
men had more possibilities to show
themselves but we can show another
point of view on the same topics. It is
really important to keep the balance,
because this makes the world
interesting. Women are mostly more
sensitive and you can also realize this in
their movies.

Anita: A women’s eyes can catch
different things than men’s. It’s been
proven many times. In Hungary there is a
strong presence of female
documentarists.They approach the topic in
a total different way and they are touched
by other things. Let’s not forget about the
feature film directors.
Luckily we can say many good examples
on this. I think they are in the hardest
situation. It is difficult to find a good team
to work with. The staff should recpect her,
understand her properly and fulfill her
imaginations properly but in a good mood.
It is a real challenge and I really respect
succesfull female directors.

Thanks for your time and thought.
We wish you all the best with your
career. What's next for you?

Zsuzsi: I was amased by a Keith Hering
exhibition in München so I would like to
make an old school hip hop video filled
with reference to the 90ies artists. But I
need the perfect music for this so it is
only a dream so far.

Kati: A lot of movies, more than a
hundred. I could bring them to life
when I have the whole movie in my
mind. But maybe the closest is another
music video in which we fulfill our
dreams.

Anita: Zsuzsi regularly comes to me
with new ideas. We haven’t started
anything new yet for we moved far from
each other but I am sure we will soon
have a project that brings the team
back together again.
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"The unconscious must be
apprehended in its experience of
rupture, between perception and
consciousness, in that nontemporal
locus. " When we saw we
immediately thought of Jacques
Lacan.  Miloushka Bokma's
approach to filmmaking is
somewhat atypical in the world of
experimental cinema: in each shot
she highlights the need to attempt
a look with the anthropologist's
holistic lens, exploring the
idiosyncrasy of the body, as well as
the discrepancy between word and
deed. We are pleased to present
Miloushka Bokma's work for this
year's CinéWomen Edition.
Miloushka, how did you get started
in experimental cinema and
photography?

I’m not familiar with the studie of the
psycho-analiticus Jacques Lacan, but I
share the opinion that my work takes
place in the intermediate area of the
unconsciousness and the
consciousness. When I was a kid I
wanted to be  an actress. I liked to
invent my own stories and play them.
But I just wasn’t as extravagant and
rather worked behind the scenes as a
director. In my photography, I could

develop this capability in my staged
photographic projects. Only five years
ago I started to make videoworks. In
my photographic work I try to tell a
story in one image. The situations I
create could be seen as snapshots of a
personal history: as a film still without
actual film. From this way of working,
the need to include the continuation of
what happened in moving image was
created.  In my work I try to capture
that magic moment. In my videos this
frozen moment gets a sequel. The way I
film is photographic, with a static
camera work and no assembly. I see
my video work even more as a moving
picture than a movie.

We want to take a closer look at the
genesis of your film: how did you
come up with the idea for Cycles?

I’m interested in how emotions reflect
in someone’s gestures and body. In my
video and photograhic work called
Cycles I worked with encounters. For
me encounter is one of the most
important things in life. It starts at
birth and through your life you have
different encounters but each
encounter also implies a farewell. We
say each time in a different way
goodbye. Farewell in the broadest
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 sense of the word. Saying goodbye to
your childhood, or your dreams and
ideals, the growing apart of a friendship,
a love grown cold, your child who
growes mature and independent and
death as a definitive goodbye.

Exactly eighty years ago the French
ethnologist Marcel Mauss
elaborated a stunning classification
of the extraordinarily diverse
postures adopted by people around
the world. His essays has left a deep
mark on the history of contemporary
theatre, performance and video. The
concept of posture is fundamental in
your art practice: your work as a
whole reveals a remarkable effort to
explore notions of the body, identity,
portraiture. There is nothing that
the physical mask of our body can
hide. Could you introduce our
readers to this fundamental concept
of Cycles?

The personal and emotional history
which every man carries is the premise
of my work. Memories are experiences

reflected in someone's face, glance or
posture. They are signals, as elusive
traces in the body: manifest or
suppressed. I examine the language of
the body in relation to its environment.
Though seemingly analytically and
observed,  I show troubled emotion in
'our' haste relationship to others and to
ourselves They are a staged-in-context
situations, where the human capacity
and inability to relate to his or her own
history become visible and tangible.
There appear to be, however, unsolved
riddles.

The situations I create are  snapshots of
a personal history, in which I try to
uncover hidden layers of the inner
aspects of human existence.  The
differences in emotional behavior
between people are mostly seen within a
constructed social framework. In my
work I show situations of human ability
and inability to cope with his own
history. Loss, mourning, saying goodbye,
rediscover yourself and connectedness
are recurring themes.



The rhythmical element is extremely
important in your work. In the
second part of the video figures
appear and disappear in a gentle
flow. The act of saying goodbye feels
familiar and at the same utterly
surreal, approaching the lyrical
quality of visual music. How do you
conceive the rhythm of your works?

This is my first video in which I have
used sound. In my other short video’s
there is no sound (or just at one crucial
moment) - because I think the silence
reinforces the discomfort of watching to
these situations.

But I am always interested to explore my
boundaries. And music in the film is very
crucial for the atmosphere. When it is
used in a good way. For this video I
worked with Rutger Zuydervelt alias
Machine Fabriek. What appeals to me in
his compositions is the whole visual
music with surprising elusive sounds.
The soundscapes of Rutger take me on
an emotional journey. They are emotive
parts where you can not quite put your

finger on. Something I try to do in my
video works. These are visual associative
videos that I want the viewer to feel an
experience and where everyone can find
his own story. For Cycles I first filmed
everything, there was no sound on the
shooting.

It create’s a really intens way of
working, almost magically. Everybody
was focused and connected and in the
same time also strong connected with
there innerself. I as the director decided
when everybody had to change. I believe
in the power of the subconscious. And I
work a lot from this innersource. Also at
this defining moments. Rutger
Zuydelvelt made the soundscape on the
basis of the filmed material. It was a
great work experience, because you can
exactly decide toghether where you
want to put the focus. Trough this
specific way of working the music can
enhance a certain movement or emotion.

Your striking use of light and color
depicts emotions in places where
dialogue could not even scratch the
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surface: in Cycles you manipulate
color and light in a manner that is
both symbolic and aesthetically
pleasing. Describe your approach
to lighting.

Thanks for the compliment. Together
with cinematographer Adam Fillenz
and the gaffer Valerie Blom I worked
on the lighting. For cycles the circle
was important. In the way I placed
people, the embraces but also the
architectural circle of the building.
With the lighting I have strengthened
the feeling of the circle. The people on
the outside of the curve literally
stepped into the light. In the post
correction the colorist Remi
Lindenhovius and me manipulated the
colors to almost colorless. We raised a
lot of red and yellow  except in the
light of the inner circle. I work a lot
with this palette of colors, also in my
Photographic work.

We have previously mentioned
Jacques Lacan, referring the way
you explore the unconscious. Of
course your art is rich of

references, from a visual point of
view too. From the first time we
watched your video it reminded us
of Romeo Castellucci's rarefied
atmospheres, especially for your
use of natural lighting. Can you tell
us your biggest influences in art
and how they have affected your
work?

For me in my work I mainly inspired by
daily life. But of course I also have
examples. All very different but what
the have in common is the emotional
layer in their work and a subworld
which we usually do not see.. For
videowork it will be definitively Bill
Viola for his layers of meaning and
emotional response, with an almost
painful clarity.

Matthew Barney for his combinations
of traditional modes of narrative
cinema with filmed elements of
performance, sculpture, and opera. His
concentration in sculpture is
accentuated by his use of video.
Andrej Tarkovsky by his uncut long
camera shots and slow camera
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movements he creates an atmosphere in
which the viewer loses the sense of time.
In this way, the viewer is elevated to a
higher consciousness.  He shows us
psychological dramas in which the
thoughts and emotions of the characters
by the way of filming are told. The painter
Michael Borremans, for his
unconventional  almost photographic
compositions, unsettling scenes and
suggestive psychological spaces. the
allusive or illogical scenes he creates,
shows qualities that describe the human
condition,  The photographer Jeff Wall, I
like his typical tension that comes from a
combination of subtle difference between
fiction and imaginary.
Beside the work of artists I inspired by
modern dance and modern dance
choreographers like Wim van de Keybus,
through the integration of film footage in
his performances he create complex
relationships between film and scene.

Could you take us through your
creative process when starting a new
project? What draws you to a
particular subject?

A lot comes from my own experiences.
When my second child died I went
through a difficult period of mourning.
The last years everything I make
indirectly refers to this experience. Often
it's like a puzzle of images and ideas that
I combine. Things which attract my
attention in the street,  daily live, in
works of art, books, my children. I write
them down and archive images that
inspire me. And so it slowly builds up to a
whole.

Thanks for sharing your time,
Miloushka. We wish you all the best
with your filmmaker career. What's
next for Miloushka Bokma ?

Thank you for analyze my work and for
this interview. What’s next: I don’t now
yet. I just finished Cycles two months ago
and I’m always empty after such a
intensive work period. It feels like a
period of recover and I try to embrace
this silence. Which is also difficult, I’m
also get to feel restless, when are the
inspiration and ideas are coming? But
slowly images and concepts start to grow.
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The first time we watched Megan
K. Fox's intense, atmospheric film
Battle we immediately thought of
Maya Deren's words "It is not the
way anything is at a given moment
that is important in film, it's what
it is doing, how it's becoming. In
other words I say, structurally,
cinema is more much comparable
to time forms, including poetry".
Here the director, skillful at
getting emotion on to the screen in
a way few others could even
contemplate, explores the theme of
mental health issues filling the film
with journeys both literal and
personal. We are pleased to present
Megan K. Fox for this year's
CinéWomen Edition. Megan, tell us
about your trajectory as a
filmmaker. What inspired you to
express yourself in this medium?

I always loved to write. As a child I
would write poetry and short stories
and throughout my teenage years I
continued to express myself through
my writing. When I began my
Bachelors degree in Film, Literature
and Drama back at home in Dublin five
years ago I was sure that I was
destined for a career in literature. I
was always passionate about cinema
but never felt that this was a realistic
or achievable career path for me, as I

initially found it more comfortable to
express myself through words than
images. However the more I studied
film and the process of filmmaking
itself, the deeper I fell in love.

I realized that I could express myself
with a much more sustainable
poignancy through visual metaphor
and performance than I ever could in
words on a page. I made my first film
as a class project and from then on I
was hooked, all I wanted to do was
refine my skills as a writer/director and
find better and more advanced ways to
express my ideas through the medium
of film.

Mixing fragility and tenderness
with courage is not an easy task.
With little dialogue to use, Kelly
Thornton does a terrific job in
showing this uncertainty, making
this film above all a very human
one. Can you talk about your
creative relationship with her and
how it has evolved through your
work together?

Working with Kelly was a really
heartwarming experience on this
project. From the first time we spoke
about the script I could feel how
genuinely invested Kelly was in the
story, and how perfect she would be for
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the role of Molly. She encompassed all
of the vulnerability and strength, and
the journey from one to another, that I
needed from ‘Molly’ but also brought so
much more to the character. There was
a particularly inspiring moment on set
before we shot one of the more
emotional scenes of the film when I
caught Kelly shedding genuine tears
between takes, she was so invested in
the emotion of the scene and so
incredibly empathetic towards her
character.

 We spent a good deal of time bonding
over the subject matter of the film,
discussing how it effected both of us
personally and what we wanted to
achieve with a film about teenage
mental health in the pre-production
process, and every decision about the
character was arrived at with a mutual
respect for each others opinions both as

artists and as women with our own
informed ideas about such a character. I
feel that, quite simply, we created a
human story by interacting with each
other on a very human level. There was
no pretense in our interactions and
ultimately when it came to principle
photography I stood back and allowed
Kelly to perform the role the way she
wanted to, I trusted that she knew her
character inside and out and she
rewarded me with a touching
performance.

We want to take a closer look at the
genesis of your film: was it
important for you to make a
personal film, something you knew a
lot about?

For me it is almost impossible to make a
film that’s not personal. As a writer I
always add a certain element of



autobiography into my stories, but this
one was particularly personal in that it
was based on events from my own
teenage years.

As an individual who has lived with
depression and found a way to deal with
it positively and harness it for a creative
purpose, I feel it’s really important to
shed light on such possibilities for
young people. Far too often we see
stories emerging about those who fail to
find the light through their darkest
moments, and although a story with an
uplifting and positive outlook on
depression is markedly less edgy and
cool than your average ‘dark’ indie short
may be, I think it’s really important that
people with stories like mine find a way
to show young people that there is light
at the end of the tunnel. In my opinion
the best way to convince people of

something like this is to tell a true story,
and this one just happened to be mine.

What do you hope viewers will take
away from the film?

This film is predominantly for young
people, for the countless teenagers out
there who feel insignificant and alone. I
want them to watch ‘Battle’ and know
that they are not, that depression
affects so many of us but also doesn’t
need to define us. I hope that viewers
young and old will feel the positivity and
love that I tried to get across in this
film.

 I want my viewers to understand that
feeling deeply, whether that be feeling a
deep sense of happiness or indeed
sadness, can so often be a blessing in
disguise as it informs a deeper
understanding of oneself and can
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Making Battle was a challenging but incredibly cathartic
journey for me as a filmmaker. I drew on my own
personal experience of living with depression when
writing the script and many of the events and characters
in the film are based on true events and individuals that
inspired me in my recovery, so seeing my talented young
cast take on these roles and make them their own was
something very special. Collaborating with my lead
actress Kelly Thornton was a wholly inspirational process
in itself. She treated the role of Molly with a great
maturity and respect, giving so much of herself to the
performance throughout. We built a strong bond and
understanding of the character together in the pre-
production stages and shared the same dreams for the
film from the moment that Thornton read the script and
decided that she wanted to come on board.
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provoke you to create more honestly. It
may be over ambitious, but I hope that
my film will in some small way change
the viewer’s perception of Depression
and help them to empathize with young
people suffering from mental health
issues.

We have deeply appreciated your
cinematography and editing. Battle
features an interior style of
filmmaking close to Tarkovsky's
notion of editing subservient to the
time-thrust. How did you develop
your filmmaking style?

I will do my best to track the evolution
of a relatively short career here without
sounding too contrived! I like to think
that my style has developed as I have
personally. When I made my first short
film in 2011 I had just discovered, and
fallen in love with, the American

Independents circa early 1990’s (Kevin
Smith, Spike Lee, Richard Linklater,
Steven Soderbergh et al) and through
necessity took a very guerilla approach
to filmmaking. I spent time on my first
couple of films (which you wont find
online, for good reason) to experiment
with this style and to break the rules in
terms of popular cinematic conventions;
I liked to have characters break the
fourth wall, to cross the line etc

 Having studied film for some years now
I am a little more relaxed when it comes
to trying to prove myself as a rule
breaker. One thing I learnt quickly is
that you need to know the rules inside
out to start considering breaking them,
which is something I certainly didn’t
when I started out a few years ago.
These days I only break the rules if it is
going to serve the story, not for my own
self gratification! I like to think that my



paradoxical love of poetry, punk rock
and nature come through in some subtle
way in my filmmaking style. I hope that
my style will continue developing as I do
throughout my career, as all of my
favorite artists allow their work to
evolve as they do throughout the years
and don’t consider themselves to be
subservient to any one genre or style.

Who were some of your chief
influences?

I’m a huge fan of Richard Linklater. I
love his naturalistic dialogue, his focus
on human experience in his stories and
the fact that his work is always tinted
with a certain positive outlook on life. I
definitely drew a lot of inspiration from
his work for ‘Battle’, particularly in the
musical performance scene, in which I
wanted to evoke the same sort of
euphoric excitement for our characters

that the big musical performance at the
end of ‘School of Rock’ does. For the
stark, realistic flashbacks I looked to
directors such as Jane Campion and
Lynne Ramsay to inform the bleak
aesthetic of Molly’s painful memories
and the subtlety of our exploration into
her fears and anxieties.

Do you have any advice for
filmmakers who have their own
stories they’re burning to tell
although they lack the funding or
infrastructure to do so?

I certainly don’t believe that you should
let lack of funding stop you from making
an  important film, especially nowadays.
It is so cheap and easy to shoot a simple
short on a DSLR or even camera phone
(with the correct apps and some lens
attachments!) and as long as your story
is strong enough the audience shouldn’t
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be concentrating on a less- than-
Oscar-winning visual aesthetic. Crowd
funding is a great option especially if
you are burning to tell a unique human
story that the general public can relate
to. This is the approach I went with to
get ‘Battle’ funded but it is difficult
and required a lot of promotion online
to reach our target.

The bottom line is that if you have a
great script, and you think it’s
important to tell your story, then do it!
Where there’s a will there’s a way and
your audience will always appreciate
an impactful story and great
performances even without the rest of
the frills. My one piece of practical
advice would be that if you have any
sort of budget, no matter how small,
spend it on great actors. Remember
that quality in front of the camera is
what most audiences will find easiest
to recognize.

Do you think it is harder for
women directors to have their
projects green lit? In your opinion,
what is your view on the future of
women filmmakers?

I think that we are working in a
historically male-dominated industry
for sure, and one that can often be
(even at the lowest levels) quite
misogynistic and exploitative of female
talent. We are forced to deal with a lot
of trivial concerns such as worrying
about how we are presenting
ourselves physically and intellectually
when we want to get our projects
green-lit, perhaps feeling that we need
to come across as being more stern,
un-emotional and steely confident than
our male counterparts to simply be
taken seriously. This is of course both
unfair and irritating especially in a
circumstance when you are the best
individual for the job regardless of



your sex. In saying that however I do try
to maintain a certain faith that we can all
be judged on the merit of our work.

Female filmmakers are slowly but surely
making their way to the forefront of the
industry and have some wonderful
stories to tell that simply can’t be told
from the male perspective. I hope that
some day we will see the same volume of
women working in the industry that we
do men, but that is down to us as much
as it is the industry we work in. In my
opinion we need to assert ourselves as
Filmmakers, not necessarily
pigeonholing ourselves as ‘female
filmmakers’, to advance.

We need to, as many female filmmakers
already have, prove that we can make
films of any and every genre on par with
our male counterparts whether their
core concerns be those of a female
audience or not.

Thanks for sharing your time Megan;
we wish you all the best with your
filmmaker career. What's next for
Megan K. Fox? Have you a particular
film in mind?

I am currently working on a short film
provisionally entitled ‘When I Meet You,
UCC’ that we have planned to shoot in
early September. It’s a passion project of
mine at the moment and a sort of love
letter to my hometown of Dublin; a
simple little story that I hope will strike a
cord with other Dubliners as it focuses
on a beloved and well-known landmark
in the city.

 On a larger scale, I am in talks with an
Irish production company at the moment
about developing a feature film script
that I have been working on for some
years now and we are hoping that it will
be ready to start seeking funding by
Summer 2016.
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